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MEDIA ALERT
FROTHY, FOAMY FUN COMES TO DESERT RIDGE MARKETPLACE, TEMPE MARKETPLACE AS SHOPPING
CENTERS HOST INAUGURAL “BUBBLE BASH” TO MARK INTERNATIONAL BLOWING BUBBLES DAY
Shoppers can indulge themselves in learning about, blowing, playing in bubbles during festivities
WHAT:

Big bubbles. Small bubbles. Bunches of bubbles. Individual bubbles. Millions of
bubbles of every imaginable size and color will blanket Desert Ridge Marketplace and Tempe
Marketplace as the shopping centers host their inaugural “Bubble Bash” to celebrate
International Blowing Bubbles Day.
The FREE events will be hosted from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. on May 7 at Desert Ridge Marketplace
and 11 a.m.-1 p.m. on May 14 at Tempe Marketplace.

WHEN/
WHERE:

Kids of all ages will be soaking up the fun as they immerse themselves in all things bubbles –
from blowing, catching and popping them to learning about the science that makes them
spectacular. Kids will have the chance to have fun and learn at several interactive bubble
stations, including:
• Make Your Own Bubble Wand, where kids can use pipe cleaners to make their very own
bubble wands;
• Chemistry station, which gives kids a chance to become a crazy chemist for a day.
Young scientists will experiment with mixes of water, soap, baking soda and a glycerin
solution to see what makes the ultimate batch of bubble solution;
• Physics station, where science buffs can discover why all bubbles are round, along with
other fun bubble facts;
• Kid in a Bubble station for those who want to see the world from inside a bubble. It’s a
great experience to bring a camera and capture the moment;
• Smoke Bubble station where experts will blow up cool smoke bubbles, which will burst
with smoke when they pop;
• Get Your Own Bubbles makes sure kids can share the fun by handing out a bubble kit
take-away to continue the play (while supplies last);
• Bubble Art station will allow participants to create unique masterpieces using different
colored bubbles; and
• Giant Bubbles station will get kids to help make enormous, several-foot-long bubbles
using giant bubble wands.
Desert Ridge Marketplace: 11 a.m.-1 p.m. on May 7
Near the AMC Fountain, 21001 N. Tatum Blvd., Phoenix (Loop 101 & Tatum Blvd.)
Tempe Marketplace: 11 a.m.-1 p.m. on May 14
Splash Pad near Barnes & Noble, 2000 E. Rio Salado Pkwy., Tempe (SW corner of Loops 101 &
202)

VISUALS:

Key visuals available include:
• Hundreds of children playing in a foamy wonderland of bubbles;
• Adventuresome explorers encapsulated inside gigantic bubbles;
• Kids-turned-mad-scientists learning all about the science behind bubbles; and
• Mini-Picasos at work as they create masterpieces using bubbles.

INFO:

For more information, visit shopdesertridge.com/bubble/ or
tempemarketplace.com/bubble/
###

